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TouchOne with eightOS 3
The centralised control centre that brings all of your home’s smart technology together into one 

beautifully simple wall mounted touchscreen.

Gorgeous 7” HD Display
With a resolution of 1280x800 packed 
into a 7” IPS display, TouchOne can be 
seen clearly, from almost any angle.

Purpose built for the home
TouchOne is engineered from the 
ground up to be mounted without an 
ugly and convoluted tablet mount.

Beautifully thin
TouchOne is less than 14mm thin when 
surface mounted and can easily be 
mounted to block, brick or even glass. 

Ultra-Reliable
TouchOne includes our custom 
engineered PI-1 microcontroller to give 
unmatched reliability and uptime.

Incredibly easy to install
TouchOne runs on a safe low voltage 
12V supply, can be surface mounted and  
can be installed with only a few screws.

Fluent in communication
With WiFi 802.11b/g/n and Bluetooth 
3.0/LE built in and Poe hard wired via an 
adapter, the TouchOne will talk to most 
technology in your home. 

Features

What TouchOne can do for your home

Security

TouchOne is a beautiful and intuitive
interface for your security system.

Cameras

TouchOne is an always-on display to 
see what’s going on in your home 24/7.

Video
Doorbell

Always feel safe and know who is at 
your door, anywhere in your home. Home

Intercom

No more shouting when dinner is ready 
with a room to room intercom!

Music

Your music will never be the same with 
a touchscreen everyone can use. Voice

Assistant

Have the flexibility to use the voice 
assistant of your choice.

Smart
Lighting

Finally, an interface to lighting that is as 
easy to use as a light switch!

Pro
Smart
Home

A cost effective solution allowing you to 
have a touchscreen in every room.

The Eight Development platform can run most Android applications but takes no responsibility for the 
development, availability, reliability and reviews of any of the applications installed on our touch screen. Eight 
Development has no affiliation with any application developers.
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Part Numbers and Power Supplies

8TO-3X-W  White
8TO-3x-K  Black

TouchOne for Home
eightOS 3 Pre-Installed
Requires a 12V Power Supply 

8PS-IW15-1 In Wall Power Supply Kit for TouchOne
15W In-Wall Power Supply

8PS-PP18AU-1
Plug Pack Power Supply Kit for TouchOne
18W Plug Pack Power Supply with AU Plug

8PS-POE25-1
PoE Adaptor Kit for TouchOne
25W PoE Adaptor - Requires PoE+ (25W)

8PS-POED-1

8TO-WMR-1x-W  White
8TO-WMR-1x-K  Black

Tech Specs
Display

Under-the-hood

Software

Power

Colours

Peripherals

Connectivity

Mounting Options 

Regulatory

2MP Camera Front facing

8Ω 1W Speaker
Electret Condenser Microphone 
Gravity and accelerometer sensor

WiFi 802.11b/g/n 

Bluetooth 4.2

MicroSD Card 
Ethernet via adapter

Fixed Wall Bracket Included 

Rotating Wall Bracket 
Desk Stand

8PS-UPS24-1

Rotating Wall Mount   
Rotatable bracket for portrait and landscape orientations

PoE Power and Data
18W PoE Adapter - Power + Data for TouchOne 

UPS Battery Module 
24W Backup UPS Battery for TouchOne
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Warranty

7” 1280x800 (HD) IPS
Capacitive 5 point multi-touch

1.6GHz 64-bit Quad Core ARM Cortex-A53 

PowerVR GE8300 with OpenGL ES 3.2 2GB 
memory / 16GB storage

eightOS 3 embedded OS based on Android 10 
Incl. Locked App Launcher, Settings & App Library

12V DC 400 - 1500mA

White
Black 

3 years
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WIFI/PoE Mode
TouchOne offers the ultimate flexibility for 
connectivity. Where cable access is limited, built-in 
WiFi is available. For a quick and easy installation 
where the reliability of ethernet is required, you 
can use the optional PoE/DATA adaptor to achieve 
direct connection to the internet.

Primary App Mode
Primary App allows you to designate an app 
that automatically opens when TouchOne is 
started as well as automatically taking the 
foreground after a designated period of 
time. The user can still minimise the app and 
open other apps at any time.

Kiosk Mode
Kiosk mode allows you to lock the 
touchscreen down to one single app. This 
App will automatically open when the 
TouchOne is started.

Home Screen
The Home Screen is the first screen you will 
see when the TouchOne is started. The 
screen contains all the essential information 
and buttons for a seamless experience.
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